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Heirs of Montana book 3. Though the Diamond V ranch is nourishing and their own family growing,

Dianne and Cole Selby find their hard-earned success threatened as a band of Indians on the

warpath inch closer to the valley they call home. When a new family settles in the area with

ambitions to establish an empire in Montana, it quickly becomes apparent that they will stop at

nothing to uproot Dianne's family from the land they've nourished and come to love. Peterson's vivid

writing enlivens this pioneer saga of the Chadwicks and Selbys as they endure devastating losses

and find unexpected joys.
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Dianne and Cole Selby have worked hard and now have the largest, most prosperous cattle ranch

in the area, but for how long? Their family and friends are large, happy, close and safe, but can and

will it last?Evil lurks and continues seemingly unchecked in the form of Portia and Chester, a couple

so greedy and jealous they will stop short of nothing, even multiple murders if necessary. They are

determined to drive out the Selbys even if they have to lie, cheat and do horribly evil things. Chester

has two of his sons working with him and of course his biggest asset of all is his wife (or is she really



a liability?). A big surprise comes from two of the evil family's children. The reader will enjoy the

challenge this brings.Ardith has finally found love and happiness, but can she keep it? Takes Many

Horses has a life changing experience as does the oldest Chadwick son, Trenton. However,

probably the biggest, most suspenseful moment comes when Trenton suddenly is done away with

very suspiciously.Dianne is having a hard time allowing Cole to be the head of her home, the leader

of the ranch. She is so strong willed that she has nearly cost them their marriage, but can she

learn? WILL she even try? Tracie keeps the reader on the edge of their seats!Tracie has managed

to incorporate many different races, cultures and surprises in this book in spite of the historical and

spiritual emphasis. The Indians still face problems and are now living on reservations to which many

of them recoil. I can see several more books in this series.Thanks again, Tracie Peterson.

This is book #3 of a 4 book series. i would recommend you read all 4 books in sequence to get the

most value form these books. They are most interesting and insightful into the history of the times of

the settling of the old west. I really enjoyed them, but then, I do enjoy historical fiction. Your heart

cries for the Native Americans as you read these books, as they lose their land, their way of life,

their hunting grounds, and finally being displaced to reservations.

Such a strong character is one of the shady ladies that it makes you want to slap some sense into

them, but once again I found myself holding my breath in anticipation in two or three scenes.

Because of faith, you will applaud how the Lord works for the people of the Diamond V ranch and

eagerly anticipate the next book!

I really liked this series. It kept my interest through all four books. It's difficult to find Christian novels

that hold my interest (and I don't want to read secular ones because of the language, etc.)

Reading her books I've learned to see Christ at every intersection, excitement and anticipation with

her often wholesome heroes and heroines and villains I can really hate. For consistently memorable

reading I come back to Tracie Peterson.

This book is filled with twist and turns, there's births, deaths, even murder, and wildfires.If you love

western life, and love our Lord Jesus then you can not miss the read'n of this 3rd book of the Heirs

of Montana series.



Dianne Selby has known many trials in her short life and experiences even more in this book. The

underlying truth remains that nothing can separate us from the Love of God in Christ Jesus.

Through difficulties with enemies, warring tribes, weather, small pox, and even fire... the Selby' s

continue to love the Lord and keep his commandments.

The Chadwick family are secure, at least for a time on her Uncle Brams ranch and it is growing. But

terrible troubles plague this family and they are soon faced with losing the ranch to a bad sheriff and

a worst neighboring rancher. Poisonings, murders by horse dragging, loss of brother and unhappy

times are ahead. The author has a way to keep the readers interest and she keeps those pages

turning. This is a wonderful view into the lives of early day pioneers in Montana territory.
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